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Detecting Eye Contact using Wearable Eye-Tracking Glasses Zhefan Ye Agata Rozga



Yin Li Alireza Fathi Yi Han Gregory D. Abowd James M. Rehg Georgia Institute of Technology {frankye, yli440, afathi3, yihan, agata, abowd, rehg}@gatech.edu ABSTRACT



We describe a system for detecting moments of eye contact between an adult and a child, based on a single pair of gazetracking glasses which are worn by the adult. Our method utilizes commercial gaze tracking technology to determine the adult’s point of gaze, and combines this with computer vision analysis of video of the child’s face to determine their gaze direction. Eye contact is then detected as the event of simultaneous, mutual looking at faces by the dyad. We report encouraging findings from an initial implementation and evaluation of this approach. Author Keywords
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H.5.2 Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): Miscellaneous. General Terms INTRODUCTION



In this paper, we describe a system for detecting eye contacts between two individuals, which is based on the use of a single wearable gaze-tracking system. Eye contact is an important aspect of face-to-face social interactions, and measurements of eye contacts are important in a variety of contexts. In particular, atypical patterns of gaze and eye contacts have been identified as potential early signs of autism, and they remain important behaviors to measure in tracking the social development of young children. Our focus in this paper is on the detection of eye contact events between an adult and a child. These gaze events arise frequently in clinical settings, for example when a child is being examined by a clinician or is receiving therapy. Social interactions in naturalistic settings, such as classrooms or homes, are another source of important face-to-face interactions between a child and their teacher or care-giver.
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In spite of the developmental importance of gaze behavior in general, and eye contact in particular, there currently exist no good methods for collecting large-scale measurements of these behaviors. Classical methods for gaze studies require either labor-intensive manual annotation of gaze behavior from video, or the use of screen-based eye tracking technologies, which require a child to examine content on a monitor screen. Manual annotation can produce valuable data, but it is very difficult to collect such data over long intervals of time or across a large number of subjects. Furthermore, it is difficult for an examiner to record instances of eye contact at the same time that they are interacting with a child, and it is often difficult for an external examiner to assess the occurrence of eye contacts. In contrast, monitorbased gaze systems are both accurate and easily scalable to large numbers of subjects, but they are generally not suitable for naturalistic, face-to-face interactions. We present preliminary findings from a wearable system for automatically detecting eye contact events that has the potential to address these limitations. The existence of wearable gaze tracking glasses, produced by manufacturers such as Tobii or SMI, have created the possibility to measure gaze behaviors under naturalistic conditions. However, the majority of these glasses are currently being marketed for use by adults, and their form-factors preclude them being worn by children. It remains a technical challenge to adapt wearable eye-tracking technology for successful use by child subjects, and there always remains the possibility that a subject will simply refuse to wear the glasses, regardless of how light-weight or comfortable they may be. It is therefore useful to consider an alternative, noninvasive approach in which a single pair of gaze tracking glasses are worn by a cooperative adult subject, such as a clinician or teacher, and used to detect eye contact events. This is possible because, in addition to capturing the gaze behavior of the adult subject, these glasses also capture an outwardfacing video of the scene in front of the subject. This video will contain the child’s face in the case of a face-to-face interaction, and analysis of this video can be used to infer the child’s gaze direction. We present a system for eye contact detection which employs a single pair of gaze tracking glasses to simultaneously measure the adult’s point of gaze (via standard gaze estimation) and the child’s gaze direction (via computer vision analysis of video captured from the glasses). We describe the design and preliminary findings from an initial research



study to test this solution approach. We believe this is the first work to explore this particular approach to eye contact detection.



tected if the child’s gaze direction faces towards the camera, and examiner’s gaze location falls on the child’s face in the video.



System Setup



PREVIOUS WORK



In order for an automatic system to detect eye contacts in a dyadic interaction, it needs to be capable of measuring each individual’s gaze and determining if they are looking at each other. Here we describe some of the possible hardware and software options for building a system with such capabilities, and discuss the motivations for our system design.



We divide the previous works into four groups: (1) firstperson (egocentric) vision systems, (2) ubiquitous eye-tracking, (3) eye-tracking for identifying developmental disorders, (4) eye-tracking for interaction with children.



Multiple Static Cameras: The most straightforward option is to instrument the environment with multiple cameras that are simultaneously capturing the faces in the scene. After synchronization of the cameras, we can then use available software for face detection and analysis, including face orientation estimation, eye detection, and gaze direction tracking, in order to identify eye contacts. However, this approach is fraught with practical difficulties: (1) the size of the interaction space is limited to the area that can be covered by a fixed set of cameras, (2) people might occlude each other in the cameras’ views, (3) faces might be distant from the cameras and appear with low resolution, making the analysis of gaze extremely difficult, and (4) faces might not appear in frontal view, which makes eye detection and gaze estimation impractical. In addition to these issues, the cameras must be calibrated and the locations of the faces in the scene must be known in order to correctly interpret the computed gaze directions. Mutual Eye Tracking: It is possible to track both the examiner’s and the child’s eyes using electrooculography based eye tracking systems or video based eye tracking systems. Electrooculography (EOG) based eye tracking systems place several electrodes on the skin around the eyes, and use the measured potentials to compute eye movement. In video based systems, infrared light is used to illuminate the eye, producing glints that can be used for gaze direction estimation. Unfortunately, it is probably not realistic to expect children to tolerate wearing either of these eye-tracking systems. This suggests a system based on a wearable eye-tracking device that can be worn by the adult examiner. Examiner Eye Tracking (Our System): If only the adult examiner is able to wear the eye-tracking device, we need to record the first-person view video, i.e. egocentric video of the examiner in order to estimate the gaze of the child. We propose to detect eye contacts between the child and the adult examiner using the data captured from a wearable eyetracking device that is worn by the adult examiner. We use SMI’s wearable eye-tracking glasses for this purpose. The device is similar in appearance to regular glasses, with an outward looking camera that captures a video of the scene in front of the examiner. They further have two infrared cameras that look at wearer’s eyes and estimate their gaze location in video from the outward-facing camera. Our system uses a state of the art face detection system to detect the child’s face in the egocentric video, and further estimate the child’s gaze orientation in 3D space. Eye contact is de-



First-Person (Egocentric) Vision: The idea of using wearable cameras is not new [27], however, recently there has been a growing interest in using them in the computer vision community, motivated by advances in hardware technology [31, 8, 15, 1, 26, 4, 35, 9]. Ren and Gu [26] show that figureground segmentation improves object detection results in egocentric setting. Kitani et al. [15] recognize atomic actions such as turn left, turn right, etc. from the first-person camera movement. Aghazadeh et al. [1] detect novel scenarios from everyday activities. Pirsiavash and Ramanan [25] and Fathi et al. [10, 8] use wearable cameras for detecting activities of daily living. Lee et al. [18] discover important people and subjects in first-person footage for video summarization. Fathi et al. [9] use wearable cameras to detect social interactions in a trip to an amusement park. In contrast to these methods, we use first-person vision for detecting eye contacts between two individuals in the scene. Ubiquitous Eye-Tracking: There is a rich literature on using eye movement to analyze behaviors. Pelz and Consa [23] show that humans fixate on objects that will be manipulated several seconds in the future. Tatler et al. [33] state that high acuity foveal vision must be directed to locations that provide the necessary information for completion of behavioral goals. Einhauser et al. [7] observe that objectlevel information can better predict fixation locations than low-level saliency models. Bulling et al. [4] look at eyemovement patterns for recognizing reading. Liu and Salvucci [20] use gaze analysis for human driver behavior modeling. Land and Hayhoe [17] study gaze patterns in daily activities such as making peanut-butter sandwich and making tea. Researchers have shown that visual behavior is a reliable measure of cognitive load [32], visual engagement [30] and drowsiness [28]. Bulling and Roggen [3] analyze gaze patterns to identify whether individuals remember faces or other images. Different than these works, our method uses mobile eye-tracking for detection of eye contacts. Eye-Tracking for Identifying Developmental Disorders: A large body of behavioral research indicates that individuals with diagnoses on the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have atypical patterns of eye gaze and attention, particularly in the context of social interactions [6, 19, 29]. Eye tracking studies using monitor-based technologies suggest that individuals with autism, both adults [16] as well as toddlers and preschool-age children [5, 14], show more fixations to the mouth and fewer fixations to the eyes when viewing scenes of dynamic social interactions as compared to typically developing and developmentally delayed individuals. Importantly, atypical patterns of social gaze may already be evi-



Figure 1. Experiment setup of our method. The examiner wears the SMI glasses and interact with the child (bottom left). The glasses are able to record the egocentric video with the gaze data (bottom right).



dent by 12 to 24 months of age in children who go on to receive a diagnosis of autism (e.g. [36, 34]). Eye-Tracking for Interaction with Children: Several eye tracking methods for infants in daily interactions have been proposed in [24, 22, 11, 12]. In particular, Noris et. al [22] presented a wearable eye tracking system for infants and compared the statistics of gaze behavior between typical developed children and children with ASD in a dyadic interaction. Guo and Feng [12] measured the joint attention during a storybook reading, by showing the same book on two different screens and simultaneously track the eye gaze of the parent and his child by two eye trackers. However, these previous work either need a specially designed wearable eye trackers for infants [22, 24, 11, 21], or limit the eye tracking on a computer screen [12]. Our method, instead, only utilizes one commercial eye tracker for adult and is able to detect eye contacts between a child and an adult in natural dyadic interactions. WEARABLE EYE TRACKING



We use the SMI eye tracking glasses 1 in this work. To track the eye gaze, the glasses use active infrared lighting sources. The surface of a cornea can be considered as a mirror. When light falls on the curved cornea of the eye, the corneal reflection, also known as a glint occurs. The gaze point can thus be uniquely determined by tracking the glints using a camera [13]. The SMI glasses track both of the two eyes with automatic parallax compensation at a sample rate of 30Hz, and record the high definite (HD) egocentric video at a resolution of 1280 × 960 for 24 frames per second. The field of view of the scene camera is 60 degree (horizontal) and 46 degree (vertical). The output of the eye tracking is the 2D gaze point on the image plane of the egocentric video. The accuracy of gaze point is within 0.5 degree. Fig.1 demonstrates the configuration of the SMI glasses in our experiment. 1
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Figure 2. Face analysis results by the OKAO vision library, including the bounding box, facial parts, head pose and gaze directions. Red bounding box shows the the position and 3D orientation of the face. The green dots are the four corners of the eyes. The red line demonstrates the eye gaze direction.



FACE ANALYSIS



The problem of finding and analyzing faces in the video is a well established topic in computer vision. The state-of-theart face detection and analysis algorithms are able to localize the face and facial parts (eyebrow, eye, nose, mouth and face contour) for real world scenarios. Recently, gaze estimation using the 2D appearance of the eye has been proposed [13]. Now, we can estimate a rough 3D gaze direction based on a single image of an eye with sufficient resolution. The core idea is learning the appearance model of the eye for different gaze directions from a large number of training samples. We rely on a commercial software, the OMRON OKAO vision library 2 , to detect and analyze the child’s faces in the adult’s egocentric video. The software takes the video as the input, localizes all faces and facial parts in the video, and estimates 3D head pose and gaze direction if the eyes can be found in the current face. As we observed from the experiments, though far from perfect, the software provides promising results, especially for the near frontally-presented faces. A illustration of the detection results can be found in Fig.2. The average processing time for the HD video is 15 frames per second. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2
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Feature Extraction



The extracted feature set includes the relative location (RL) of the examiner gaze point with respect to the child’s eye center, the 3D gaze direction (GD) of the child with respect to the image plane (up and down/left and right), the 3D head pose of the child, i.e. head orientation (HO) and confidence of the eye detection (CE). The final feature is a 8 dimension vector for each frame of the video, as shown in Fig.3. Eye Contact Detection



Figure 3. Overview of our approach. We combine the gaze data from the SMI glasses and face information from OKAO vision library. Features as the relative location, gaze direction, head pose and eye confidence are extracted and fit into a random forest.



Our experiment is designed for two objectives: 1) to record the video and gaze data with minimum obtrusiveness for the children; 2) to allow the analysis of the data for eye contact detection. Protocol



We designed a interactive session (5-8 minutes) for this purpose. In our setting, the examiner would wear the SMI eye tracking glasses and interact with the child, who was sitting across from her at a small table. A number of toys were also provided for casual play. We made sure that the examiner wear the glasses at the beginning of the session, such that it would not be a distraction for the child. In addition, the examiner was required to provide online annotation of each occurrence of eye contact by pressing a foot pedal. The gaze was tracked and the egocentric video was recorded during the interaction. We would expect a high quality image of the child’s face in the egocentric video in this setting. The OKAO vision library was further applied to the video to obtain face information of the child, including the location and orientation of the face and the 3D direction of the gaze. The adult gaze information provided by the SMI glasses and the face information by the OKAO library was then used to determine moments of eye contact. Participants



We report the result of a preliminary study based on a typically developing female subject, age 16 months. The recorded session lasts for roughly 7 minutes. Meanwhile, we continue to collect data and expect a larger sample in the future. METHOD



Our eye contact detection algorithm combines the eye gaze of the examiner (given by the SMI glasses) and the face information of the child, including eye gaze (given by the face analysis on the egocentric video). We extract features from both the gaze and face information for each frame of the video and train a classifier to detect the existence of an eye contact in this particular frame.



The problem of eye contact detection can be considered as a binary classification problem with the human annotation as the ground truth label. For each frame in the video and given the feature, our method need to decide whether there is an eye contact between the examiner and the child. We observe that even a simple rule would lead to reasonable results. For example, we threshold over the RL and GD, so that the eye contact is detected when the examiner’s gaze point is close to the child’s eyes and the child’s gaze is facing toward the examiner. The rule can thus be encoded by a decision tree, as shown in Fig.3. However, both the adult’s gaze data and the child’s face information contain some errors. For example, the gaze estimation by the OKAO library includes substantial frame-to-frame variation. And it is inaccurate when the child is not facing toward the examiner or the facial part is not correctly located (See the second row of Fig.7). To deal with all these problems, we train a random forest for regression [2] on the feature vectors using human annotations. A random forest is essentially an ensemble of single decision trees, as illustrated in Fig.3. It captures different models of the data, with each model a simple decision tree, and allows us to analysis the importance of different features (See [2] for the details of random forest). We train the model on the training set (See Results for more details). The model can then detect eye contact in each frame. We leave the further temporal integration, such as an Hidden Markov Model, as future work. RESULTS



The human annotation by the foot pedal is considered as the ground truth for training and testing. We randomly select a subset (60%) of the data as the training set and the rest for testing, and train a random forest with 5 trees with the maximum height of 6. All results are averaged over 20 runs. Features



We first analyze the importance of features with respect to eye contact detection. The random forest algorithm output the importance score of each feature based on its discriminative power. The result is shown in Fig.4. We find the three most important features are relative locations (both vertical and horizontal) of adult’s gaze and vertical gaze direction of the child. The ranking yields an intuitive explanation: 1) the examiner gaze given by the SMI glasses is more reliable than the child’s gaze given by OKAO vision library; 2) vertical gaze shifts have higher scores than horizontal ones in our experiments, since the former one is more frequent than the later one when the participants play with the toys on the desk.



Figure 4. Ranking of the features by the random forest. The scores are normalized, such that 1 indicates the most important feature.



Figure 6. Confusion matrix of the frame level eye contact detection results.



Figure 7. Example of successful (first row) and failure (second row) cases of our algorithm. Figure 5. Precision recall curve of our eye contact detection algorithm.



Detection Performance



We consider eye contact detection as a binary classification problem, where the positive samples occupy a small portion of data. Therefore, the detection performance can be measured by precision and recall, defined as ] correct mutual gaze , ] detected mutual gaze ] correct mutual gaze . Recall = ] real mutual gaze



P recision =



(1)



Precision measures the accuracy of the detected eye contacts by the algorithm. Recall describes how well the algorithm is able to find all ground truth eye contacts. Please note that the human annotation is not prefect. This is reported by the examiner as not able to capture every eye contact due to heavy cognitive loading. Another possible problem is the reaction delay during the boundary of eye contacts. A second rater for the annotation of eye contacts would help to disambiguate these errors, which would be considered in future work. The precision recall curve of our eye contact detection algorithm is shown in Fig.5. Each point on the curve is a pair of precision and recall by selecting different threshold on the regression results. We choose the threshold with the highest F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) in Fig.5. The optimal threshold is 0.54 that best balances between two different type of errors. For this threshold, the overall performance is reasonably good with the precision



80% and recall 72%. The confusion matrix for the optimal threshold is also shown in Fig.6. Our algorithm has more false negative than false positive. The main reason of the errors, as we find in the data, is that the OKAO vision library fails to estimate the correct gaze direction in the video and thus the algorithm fails to detect eye contacts. Some of the successful and failure cases of our algorithm is demonstrated in Fig.7, which displays preliminary results from a second subject. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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